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Carrigan’s Public House 

"A Spin on Classics"

Carrigan’s Public House emphasizes on specialty cocktails and classic

casual food that comes with a twist. The decor is trendy with bottles of

liquor being housed in a bus-like structure. The dishes boast of fresh local

produce and the specially crafted brews and cocktails are available on a

seasonal basis. Both the outdoor and indoor seating areas are lovely and

perfect to enjoy just a drink or a complete meal.

 +1 205 440 2430  information@carriganspub.com  2430 Morris Avenue, Birmingham AL
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Lou’s Pub & Package 

"Friendly Pub"

Since 1987, Lou's Pub & Package has been serving up liquor for here or to

go to the city of Birmingham. Grandfathered into the state's current

licensing laws, the pub is one of a dying breed of liquor stores/bars in

Alabama. The friendly establishment has always been the kind of place

that people become regulars, giving it a real cozy and familiar feel to all

who enter.

 +1 205 322 7005  www.louspub.com/  726 29th Street South, Birmingham AL
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41st Street Pub & Aircraft Sales 

"Good Drinks, Good Games, Good Friends"

41st Street Pub & Aircraft Sales may have a funny name, but it is a great

neighborhood bar offering all kinds of great features to its guests. The full

bar features all your favorite classic cocktails (they make a killer Moscow

Mule), brews and even gluten-free beer. They show Auburn and Alabama

games, but otherwise they keep the TVs off. For entertainment, they

encourage you to take advantage of their shuffleboard tables, board

games and cozy seating areas perfect for lively conversations with friends.

They don't serve food, but they allow you to bring in your own so you can

have exactly what you want. As for the aircraft sales, there is a bulletin

board where people can post their small aircrafts for sale.

 +1 205 202 4187  41ststreetpub.com/  41stStreetPub@gmail.com  130 41st Street South, Ste.

105, Birmingham AL
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